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Abstract: Security and data propagation are the two major 
concerns in wireless adHoc network. The optimal routing with 
power conservation and traffic monitoring defines the 
operational efficiency of the adHoc network. Wherein energy 
conservation and routing security are used as a measuring 
parameter in controlling the traffic flow, no two parameters are 
defined in together to optimize the route selectivity in the 
network. The monitoring of routing parameter in providing 
secure route is governed by the characteristic optimization of 
forwarding link and the approach of link selection. In this paper, 
an approach for optimal link selection for secure routing using 
multi attribute monitoring and controlling of traffic flow is 
presented. The proposed work defines a fairness factor based on 
multiple monitoring attribute to control the operational efficiency 
of the network. The multi attribute monitoring offers a more 
reliable and secure path in adHoc network in traffic flow 
modeling. The validations of the proposed approach were 
developed following the energy conservation and security 
provisioning in adHoc network. 

Keywords: Wireless adHoc Network, multi-objective function, 
energy coding, security routing.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The constraint resource and dynamic nature of adHoc 
network limits offers a constraint in the deployment of 
adHoc network under various critical applications. The 
dynamic nature has a impact on the offered security factor 
and routing performance. The developing approaches 
illustrates a significant improvement in offering security by 
different means such as, by building a route monitoring 
mechanism, by monitoring the packet exchange and 
blockage factor.  Mobility characteristic of nodes is a 
concern in adHoc network. The possibility of network nodes 
moving out is very high as each node moves in multiple 
directions. This results in collapse of communication 
network. Hence, for the need of communication a method of 
controlling the flow traffic based on the node property data 
for optimal route selection is required 

As communication mode for long range communication, 
Adhoc network has become a powerful communication 
mechanism with non-dependencies in infrastructure, such 
networks are growing fast.  
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While self-generating characteristic has given a high 
portability in communication with adhoc networks, such 
networks have limitations on their route and their offering 
features. Several researches have been made to formulate 
efficient routing protocol for data exchange in the mobile 
Adhoc network. Different approaches for route detection in 
adhoc network and the safety concerns are the evolving 
issues. While each node is an active member, when 
communicating as a source or a receiver on the network, 
reliability of the communication node has an crucial role. 
Depending on the routing methods in various security 
approaches, it is observed to ensure per-node protection at 
node level.  

A trust driven security for security provisioning is 
presented in [1]. The suggested approach defines a new 
security monitoring factor based on the reliability factor in 
the routing.   In [2], security provisioning the routes based 
on rules for defining the behavior is suggested. The host 
based and source based coding is presented in these 
approaches. ANT based routing is defined in [13]. A 
pheromone based monitoring is suggested to detect route in 
adHoc network. The scheme optimizes the route selection 
based on the node characteristic defined as pheromone. A 
process for mobile adhoc networks using a bi-simulation 
method of routing scheme is presented in [4]. In [5], an 
approach for the design of the network parameter defining 
method for efficient network design is proposed. The [6] 
outlines an energy driven AODV protocol called “EN-
AODV” for energy routing in adHoc network. It is based on 
the scope of the data transmitted by the nodes and the 
received rates, which defines or maintains the energy level. 
This method is outlined based on the scope of the data 
transmitted by the nodes and the received rates, which 
defines or maintains the energy level.  

In [7], an anonymous routing protocol based on the 
location is developed called as protocol (AO2P) is 
developed. In AO2P links are selected on a random based 
following random share selection for next hop. A route 
request is to be forwarded from a source to the destination in 
this communication.  So preserving the location information 
in this geographic position based routing is quite 
challenging. So the location has to be preserved such that it 
should not reveal to the nodes outside the network. [8] 
Specifies a security protocol called PRISM. This approach 
develops tracking-resistant mechanics for managing routes 
in Adhoc network. This approach depends on surrounding 
environment such as the size of the network and the motion 
type of a node and defines the offering of security in the 
network.  
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The source identification, however in this approach, the 
location are derived from the GPS unit, and a trusted offline 
monitoring authority is used for the tracking purpose.  

A dedicated off line tracking authority may not be 
feasible in all real time scenario. Due to the constraint of the 
method in listing out the nodes reliability the selection is 
less optimal in approach.  To eradicate such problem in [9] a 
location clocking using geographical routing is proposed. 
This routing is called as location secure routing (LSR). Due 
to range constraint the communication is limited with the 
nodes which are in the radius of communication limiting 
range. This constraint limit the node interconnects and intern 
decreases the throughput. The topology of the network 
keeps changing in such network so nodes in vicinity for 
communication are not an optimal solution. To avoid such 
limitation in [10] an admission routing protocol for adHoc 
network is suggested. In [11] using a similar manner, a key 
management is introduced for a safe route. Routing 
rounding ensures successful running data between authentic 
nodes around the network or existing unfriendly nodes, and 
ensures the foundation of a secure MANET system. In [12] 
a Local Service Management Protocol is introduced 
following a location service management protocol called 
“MRLSMP”. Its objective was to find the observations for 

installing aligned frameworks to control location 
information using geographical clustering increased 
message aggregation. A hybrid features a simple protocol to 
protect the route formation for data transmission, and 
ensuring user privacy is outlined in [13] for adHoc network.  

The use of a time sessions key increases the relative 
probability of attacks. To avoid a lightweight protection-
protection is presented in [14] in concerning to a source of 
reliability and routing privacy. This approach minimizes the 
network overhead, but dynamic key selection leads to a 
constraint of compatibility. Because the keys are selected 
dynamically, the key for the non-repeating or security 
character is not checked. However in [15] to achieve a 
security factor a threshold cryptography following a 
decentralized access point controlling is proposed.  

Although multiple keying mechanism or authentication 
schemes were developed, the distribution architecture and 
the unbalanced use of storage resources are constrained. To 
overcome such issues in [16] a load balancing approach is 
suggested. A similar objective in a dynamic condition in the 
mobility condition for communication protocol is presented 
in [17] that specify the location of the nodes from positions 
like GPS. A region-based Location Service Management 
Protocol (RLSMP) was defined which works to manage 
location information using a broadband type message 
aggregation method. Sharing location information based on 
the node identity broadcast in such code. The vast casting 
overhead is ignored in such approach.  

This distribution guarantees security credibility when 
identification is shared, but the network route overhead has 
increased. Reliability networks are credited to a node based 
on the trustiness factor [18]. By searching for mutual 
relation and differences in trust in the network, the trust 
network develops confidence levels and develops trust 
metrics for each node in the network. The process of 
reliability based on the content of the data. However, in 
these approaches there is no security addressed due to   

geographical location. To obtain the objective of providing 
an infrastructure free secure routing protocol in [19] security 
management is achieved by defining an inter-nodal 
repetitive message for node behavior monitoring. An 
advanced method called a geographical hash has been 
suggested for encoding which provides memorable 
geographical information. It is a broadcasting approach that 
focuses attention on the security provisioning of the 
location.  In [20] a protocol Called ARAKE is developed to 
achieve similar goals in an easy-knowing rounding protocol. 
In this network it is observed that there are also intermediate 
node where the sender and the receiver are not anonymous, 
and are defined simultaneously from the network. The 
approach to route attack is very strong in this case. A 
conventional approach to identification is identified on a 
stable node is presented in [21]. In this work, a Demand 
based Routing Protocol termed MASK is proposed. This 
communication develops a MAC and network-layer 
communication on the ad hoc network. However, on run 
attacks are not defined in this approach. Observing such 
approach it is likely to be the subject of computational 
computation when considering two components for 
protecting the security systems. In [22] TR-Routing based in 
tree routing is presented for a Ad Hoc Network. This 
approach is a well defined routing security system that 
evaluates redundant information, evaluates longer operation, 
and maximizes network life time and develops a tree coding 
to achieve long term node activities. In another approach 
BAN logic [23] is presented. In this presentation, a BAN 
logic for Authenticated Routing for adHoc Networks 
(ARAN) with the approach of redundancies effectively. The 
past development illustrates different format of security 
approaches for Adhoc network. However, the constraint of 
offering security is limited to the reliability factor, wherein 
the network observe a quality deviation in offered service, 
energy minimization and life time constraint in adHoc 
network. The issue of offering hence needs to be resolved 
with the consideration of multiple factors optimization. In 
this paper new routing approach following multiple 
monitoring attribute is proposed. To present this paper, the 
rest of this paper is presented as Section 2 outlines the 
existing security routing and the proposed conservation 
approach for security coding using an operation schedule 
controlling. Section 3 outlines the approach of monitoring 
multiple factor monitoring and routing scheme proposed. 
Section 4 outlines the simulation result of the proposed 
approach. Section 5 concludes the presented paper.  

II. SECURED ENERGY CONSERVED ROUTING IN 
ADHOC NETWORK 

For trusted route in adHoc network, a process for 
optimization operation is needed for network optimization. 
Network functionality in Adhoc network is more effective, 
where the observed reliable nodes are defined for power 
switch to increase node life time. To obtain the objective a 
802.11 CSMA/CA protocol following MAC layer is 
developed where a scheduling scheme following an 
Active_Masters and link continuity of forwarding the 
packets to other node called 
AWAKE is suggested.  
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In most cases, a link is heard in a schedule period and 
if the node is not scheduled to transfer or receive data, it will 
enter to a OFF mode. The wake period are defined as (T1, 
T2), (T2, T3) ... (Tn, T) for a link period. Wake up on active 
cycle for once on a wakeup period. All nodes disallow 
broadcasting packets (0, T1) during the broadcast window 
period. In the initial period (0, T1) of the link period, all 
nodes remain simultaneously ON. If there is anything to 
send or broadcast the node keep a listen request to the node.  

The broadcast window for the duration (0, T1) listen 
for the packet which cannot be sent in previous attempt is 
packed at the Mac Layer. This buffer at MAC layer is 
passed at the end of the broadcast window. On the final 
stage each node enters to a broadcast period and all nodes 
wake up at a period T1. If the node has no packet to transmit 
or broadcasting it enter to sleep mode. On each wake period, 
there is an active node on the wake-up cycle. Each node is 
allocated with a wakeup period of Tw given by,  

                                              (1) 

Where,         is the time for the listening process and 
      is the time taken for communication.  
 

Towards energy conservation, an optimal route is chosen 
during setup phase of an adhoc communication. In the 
selection process, each of the possible routes is evaluated 
with the aggregated energy level. The route with the 
possible energy level having greater than the required 
energy level is then chosen. The required energy level for a 
transmission     is defined by, 

                                          
         

  
                             (2) 

Where,     is the size of the packet of transmit,      is the 
required power for each packet transmission, and    is the 
offered bandwidth for data exchange. The transmission 
power     is depend on the distance required for the data to 
exchange. The transmission energy is then defined as, 

         
         

  
                            (3)  

Where, d is the distance to travel.  
In the exchange of data packet the network follows a 

topology driven communication scheduling protocol, where 
each of the node is operated on a schedule period of 
listening and sleep mode according to the type and energy 
level of each registered node. Each of the nodes in the 
network is registered to its neighbor node for the energy 
availability, for a node with higher energy level in the 
network takes the responsibility of data exchange. This 
process control the flow of data in a specified link format 
where the less power nodes called members are scheduled to 
exchange data in the listening period and the highest energy 
link node takes the responsibility of data exchange towards 
the sink. The route scheduling scheme for each node 
minimizes the energy consumption.  

However, the reliability of this route is not been 
evaluated with respect to the scheduled period of operation 
and the link energy utilization. In the proposed approach of 
energy conservation, each of the nodes is constraint with the 
registration of highest energy link node with two add-on 
parameters of dynamic energy conservation period and 

maximization of the residual energy level. The proposed 
approach select the link route based on the maximization of 
energy saving period and total residual power. The residual 
power      is measured as a energy parameter in the link 
route selected after each packet exchange. Here, a sub setup 
period is allocated per communication period, where the 
nodes undergo the residual power consumption to validate 
the energy consumption and residual energy for the 
retention of the route.  In the communication process in this 
approach route is selected which satisfy the constraint of, 

                                          (4) 

For the selected route then a topology governed data 
exchange is performed where the mode with the highest 
energy level is given the responsibility of data exchange and 
all the nodes with lower energy level is set to listen period 
for a scheduled period. Wherein conventional approach, the 
member node sends a request to wake after a schedule 
period, a non-pending request leads to extra power 
dissipation, wherein in this approach, the registering node 
sends a ‘ON’ signal to the registered node when a 

communication request is observed. Here each of the nodes 
is set to power save mode until the registering node sends a 
request to the registered node. The extension of the power 
save period leads to higher energy conservation hence 
giving more route lifetime. The illustration of a extended 
power saving approach is illustrated in Fig.1. 

 
Fig.1: Extended Power saving schedule 

 
The optimal selection of the route with            and 

the extended energy save scheduling leas to higher energy 
saving and hence leads to a more reliable routing approach 
in adhoc network. To derive a reliable secure routing 
approach, in [1], a new routing scheme based on the 
trustiness factor and residual energy level is proposed. The 
presented Energy Efficient Secured Reliable Routing 
Protocol (EESRRP) [1] defines a adaptive threshold 
calculation and energy model based on a inspect and 
inspect_ack signal. The methods derive the residual energy 
level.  

All nodes are assumed to be with power detection unit. 
Transmission power limitation is restricted to achieve high 
conservation for controlling interaction of the wireless 
nodes.  To achieve a high energy saving goal a linear 
modeling is developed. The lowest power distribution 
algorithm is defined as the least energy distribution among 
the nodes. In a asymmetric link where Ni,j ≠ Nj,i , the power 
allocation is controlled by the allocable data rate Ki. The 
allocable rate is defined by,  
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                                           (5) 

Subjected to,  

         
           

                          (6) 

Here the number of node is Ni, which can approach the 
external nodes Ni+i. 

If the symmetrical link condition is present, the nodes 
communicate with a feedback. In this case the node is 2-way 
communicated with Cij = Cji. In such cases the data packet 
interaction is defined, 

                                             (7) 

Subjected to,  

          
                                      (8) 

      The topology selection of links to satisfying required 
criteria due to the restriction of permissible power level and 
data traffic from the selected topology is further controlled. 
However, the constraint of node dynamic characteristic is 
not considered. So, the energy control does not give much 
yield. To better work, the node features of communication 
are monitored. 
      These allowed energy controls are traffic conditioned. 
Therefore, the minimum blockage probability (Pcon) is 
monitored to satisfactorily use pi for network topology, 
which is likely to be interrupted. However, choosing these 
paths will become an open loop problem, and sometimes the 
optimal paths will not achieve. Therefore, the source 
feedback will be generated to provide access to the route 
through interface control and search control. The feed data 
link contains the node block in the node.   
In this specific approach, this blockage factor ‘fi’ is used as 

a transfer feedback to prevent extra power dissipation. A 
rate control factor, D is derived as a function of 'fi' given by,  

                                      (9) 

To obtain better control, every unit   operates on limit for 
a maximum range of two boundaries, so that it may get a 
high traffic potential flow. In non-linear traffic condition the 
traffic is randomly varied and the blockage is non-linear 
which varies at the range of Lmax to Lmin.  

III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE ROUTING IN ADHOC 
NETWORK 

       A multi-objective function is defined in the routing 
observation of adhoc network. The function is separated 
from each node as a passive parameter. Precise reception is 
a node receiving a proper packet when listening to the next 
hop node ahead, instead of waiting for clear access to each 
packet via the next node in the route. An Acknowledgment 
P_ack is used to track the forwarding while transmission. 
P_ack cannot be used with the last path because it will never 
restore a packet. P_ack requires two conditions: the nodes 
are in the way that their network interfaces are unavailable, 
and network links work bidirectional. P_ack works on the 
link-layer (IEEE 802.11b) in a two-dimensional array of 
node.  
     Here node detects the next node which is in front of its 
data exchange. When the next node is forwarded, a 
synchronous acknowledgment (ACK) is generated. If the 

next packet does not move forward, a negative ACK is 
generated. Through the P_ack acknowledgment method, the 
next node can early predict the forwarding success rate of 
the pact in the communication. To monitor this 
communication the node needs to govern the operational 
characteristic of each node. The proposed approach defines 
a link updation factor in multi objective mode where each 
node update the node level monitoring for optimal route 
forwarding. The process is as outlined below.    

A) OBSERVING DIRECT EXCHANGE  

In this step, each of the nodes observes a direct link 
exchange of packet. This step gives the forwarding state of 
the packet by mentoring the acknowledgment developed by 
a direct access link in the network.  

B) UPDATING DIRECT OBSERVATION  

The first-link information record is f i,j (ξ, Ω). Initially, it 
is set (1,1). For every observation, the method updates these 
factors. On a blockage the weight of the factors obtained in 
the past is decreased. The updation of these factors is as 
outlined,  

    ξ: = µ ξ +s                                   (10) 

  Ω := µ Ω +(1-s)                             (11) 

the updation factor ‘µ’ is given as a updation for the past 
observations made.  

  Fw i,j=Fwi,j (µ ξ, u Ω +1)                        (12)  

For every communication cycle there is a updation given by,  

α: = µ ξ                               (13) 

Ω := µ Ω                           (14) 

 C) UPDATING NODE RATING  

      The node i update its first link factor on the 
acknowledgment it receives. The reliability factor of the nod 
j, is defined by the two updated factors (ξ', Ω ').  This is 
updated as, 
(1) As packets are forwarded.  
(2) Observed from the side link nodes.  
The updation of the rate factor is given as,  R i, j = ri, j (µ ξ ', 
µ Ω ' + 1). The updation is given by, 

                                           ξ ': = µ α’                             (15) 

                                           Ω’:= µ Ω’                             (16) 

D) DEFINING RELIABILITY FACTOR  

     Each transmitting node ‘i’ defines a record for keeping 
P_ack queue up and setting P_ack timer. When the P_ack 
timer is off, the next packet is forwarded. In this case, the 
node  observe this as an operation of incorrect behavior 
through the node j and update the first link information 
about node ‘j’ behavior to node ‘i’. Each node defines the 
Reliability factor given by,  

     Fw i,j = Fwi,j(µ ξ’+1, µ Ω’) and 
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     Rl i,j(ξ’, Ω’):= Rli,j(µ ξ’+1, µ Ω’)            (17)  

E) OBSERVING PATH MONITORING  

     The algorithm above mentioned gives the complete 
illustration about the network security evaluation in the view 
of cost. However, the major drawback with this approach is 
it does not specify any dynamic conditions of the network 
i.e. various volatile conditions of network, various structures 
of network and nobilities of network nodes. The method 
above mentioned didn’t specify any network security 

evaluation parameters in the regard of dynamicity.   
     In communication process, each node is scheduled for 
the time needed in data exchange, which collects data from 
the centralized buffering node located on the cluster level 
and passes it to the node. Scheduling approach is an optimal 
way to adHoc communication for energy conservation. 
However, nodes are scheduled at the initial stage in a 
predefined manner. This adds more computing and 
monitoring energy dissipation in adHoc network. An 
extended schedule is proposed to avoid this, and where a 
request is observed, a ‘Wake’ signal generates a listening 
signal of a node and an extension in the sleep period is 
observed.   

The process of communication in a cluster based 
communication is depicted below. 
 For a successful communication, a route (Ri) is defined as, 

 

Where, M is the member node. The route is then selected 
based on the constraint, 

Sel_Route =                               (18) 

Where,      is interference observed by the head node from 
all the linked GW. The operative Pseudo code for the 
controller unit is outlined as, 

 
During the data exchange, for broadcasting from a source 
node n Si usually an average data rate of  Rn

 i    for 
i   n  is allocated. To select high-throughput links 
according to the traffic distribution, the multipath routing 
comes in a number of ways to reach destination. The traffic 
source rate in this case is defined as, 

s   Sn
 i  n Sii  n                       (19) 

As the input data rate of sources and 

r   rl
 i  l  out m  n    i i  n                     (20) 

 in
 i  n   l   in n     l   i              (21) 

and  

 out
 i  n   l   out n  R  l   i              (22) 

     As a set of incoming and outgoing links.   
     To define a fairness element, each node outgoing (log) 
gives auxiliary variables for keeping the local copy of the 
forwarding flow. The data that contains the perfect match of 
the original is recorded and the difference in information is 

used in the control of the Lagrange multiplier  n
 i . An 

optimizing cost function is defined as, 

          ma 
Vn

 i 
  

 µ
n
 i  n

 i Vn
 i   n

 i  t Vn
 i   n  Vi            (23)  

     Here, the Link optimization is governed by the 
convergence effort used in maximizing the link cost 
function based on the r. This function is used to define the 
fairness Probability of the reputation value V and updation 
factor µ  for a node X in the network. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

For evaluation of the offered monitoring parameter a 
random distribution network is created with each node with 
a different value. To evaluate the performance of the 
proposed approach, the approach developed over the 4 
simulation scenarios that have been checked for single hop, 
and multi-hop network, under the random and full sequence 
search scheme. To observe the performance of the proposed 
approach a success rate metric is computed. This unit is 
evaluated for the proposed integrated data traffic model 
(IDM) with existing EMAC model [15]. The network delay 
and the transmission success rate are evaluated. The 
parameter success rate is given as,  

SR   
No of packet Succesfully received

 otal No of packet generated
               (24) 

The network parameter used is given in Table 1. 

 Table 1: Network parameter used  

 
This simulation has been done in two ways. Here the node is 
retained static and then varied with different node density. 
Observation of the simulation is outlined below in Fig. 2 for 
the simulation a network is developed with the nodes 
deployed in a network area of 30x30. 
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Fig. 2: A 30x30 node distribution 

The nodes are randomly scattered with x-y coordinates. 
The measured success rate and delay is presented in Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4 respectively. 

 
Fig.3: Observation of success rate in the network 

 
Fig.4: Delay observation of the network 

A full search success rate in the multi-hopping data 
exchange is high as the available slot for data exchange is 
higher. The delay in this case is observed low.  The 
proposed approach is compared with the EMAC approach 
applied to the node variation and validated with the 
parameters. Results shown for the variation in node density 
is shown below.  

 
Fig.5: 35x35 node distribution 

 
Fig.6: Success rate observation 

 

Fig.7: Delay factor observed for 35x35 node density 
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With the addition of 5 units, 1500 units of success rate 
enhancement are achieved. The average delays in this case 
have been cut by a factor of 0.1 seconds. Node density of 10 
and 15 is simulated and the observations were as listed 
below in Fig. 8 

 

Fig.8: A 40x40 node distribution in the network 

 
Fig.9: Success rate for 40x40 network using IDM 

approach 

 
Fig.10: Delay observation over offered slot for IDM 

approach 

 
Fig.11: 45x45 Node distributions 

 
Fig.12: Success rate observation for IDM approach 

 
Fig.13: Average delay using IDM approach 

 
 A comparative result for the developed approach is given 
in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Comparative result for the developed approach   

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Analysis and a communication approach have been 
suggested for a secure and energy conservation modeling. 
The approach controls the energy allocation and memory 
restriction were mortified near the data flow controls. A 
cross-layer modeling and control of the physical layer and 
the MAC layer is proposed. The joint control algorithm is 
applied to each node to consider the power level and trust 
ratio. A power allocation is governed by using the trust and 
traffic flow. A multi-objective control operation has been 
introduced to obtain a higher throughput for the variant 
traffic condition. The observation illustrates an improvement 
in success rate and minimization in average delay for adHoc 
network. 
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